
Past Future Perfect Simple

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If this belief had lasted, it is plain enough where it
_____________________ her.
1.

(carry)would have carried

They'd found the money, or he ______________________ them.2.
(not/take)

wouldn't have taken

________________________ easier to duck under all at once?3.
(it/not/be/?)

Wouldn't it have been

But once faced by the necessity of hard, clear resolutions,
______________________________?
4.

(what/he/effect/?)what would he have effected

The world __________________ so many features in art.5. (lose)would have lost

_________________________ here if something had not attracted him,
and if he cared for her why should she not love him?
6.

(he/return/?)
Would he have returned

To have doubted their Christianity ____________________ them both pain
and surprise.
7.

(cause)
would have caused

It is most probable that he _____________________.8. (refuse)would have refused

I ______________________________ to have noticed this place, had it
not been that I wish you to observe a vessel which is lying along the
pier-wharf, with a plank from the shore to her gunwale.

9.

(not/condescend)

would not have condescended

He __________________ an ideal war minister.10. (make)would have made

No, the rain ________________________ it anyhow, Alice; anglers like
rain.
11.

(not/spoil)
wouldn't have spoiled

Tell her it is important or I __________________________.12. (not/appear)would not have appeared

I ________________________ it if he had landed on me.13. (not/mind)would not have minded

He _____________________ it too close if he could, but there are
various passages in which it is plain enough that he is telling his own story.
14.

(not/have)

would not have had
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An hour later he _____________________ for America.15. (start)would have started

Yet __________________________ the assault of honest passion, sheer
human longing knocking at its walls?
16.

(how/it/stand/?)
how would it have stood

I thought I knew moreover what she _________________ from it.17. (get)would have got

You ________________________ that perfectly legitimate.18. (consider)would have considered

It __________________ better for her if she had.19. (be)would have been

Had his hands been clean, he ____________________; his silence did
confess the secret louder than words.
20.

(speak)
would have spoken
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